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The 'Missing' Databases

The Library has been trying to maintain a core collection of
printed materials in most of the research and teaching areas for
our faculty and students, despite the budgetary cutbacks of
recent years. Due to their high costs there are some obvious
omissions in electronic resources. 

SciFinder Scholar is a prime example of an oft-requested
resource which is simply not attainable at this time due to its
high cost of roughly US$47,000 per year. It covers 18 million
abstracts of journal articles, conference papers, patents,
dissertations, books, and reports, along with information on 33
million chemical substances and 4 million chemical reactions. As
a science and technology University, it is unfortunate that our
researchers do not have access to such a resource. 

Other items include ScienceDirect, a collection of Elsevier's
e-journals; Ideal, a collection of Academic Press titles;
Emerald, Dissertations Abstracts, Kluwer, Blackwell and Wiley
Online. The annual subscription cost for these e-journal
packages and others amounts to over US$120,000. 
  

COLLECTION SPOTLIGHT: 3 New Electronic Resources

The ability to utilize one keyword to search and retrieve
information spanning multiple years and/or covering a wide range
of content residing on multiple files is one of the most useful
features of electronic resources. Three databases recently
acquired by the Library will further extend this convenience to
our users. 

ENGnetBASE provides easy access and cross-file searching to over
70 CRC engineering handbooks; including electrical, mechanical,
chemical, systems and civil. Users are no longer required to
search among a stack of handbooks to find the regulations or
operating procedures to carry out specific activities. You can
simply type in a keyword and retrieve the relevant articles from
the database. For example, keying in the word "landfills" will
retrieve 32 pertinent articles from chapters of eight different
handbooks. Once individual users identify the chapters they wish
to consult, they can print, download, or display them in PDF
format. 

The Bibliography of Asian Studies (BAS) allows access to over
410,000 records on humanities and social sciences pertaining to
East, Southeast, and South Asia published worldwide since 1971.
It includes citations to western-language periodical articles,



books and book chapters, conference proceedings, anthologies and
Festschriften relating to Asian Studies. You can use the
powerful search function, or browse by subject, journal title or
country/region. 

The Authorised Hong Kong Law Reports & Digest presents almost a
century of full-text judgments from the Hong Kong courts, as
well as digests of cases and legislation. This database includes
the printed editions of the Authorised Hong Kong Law Reports &
Digest (1997-2000), Hong Kong Law Report (1905-1996), Hong Kong
Law Digest Yearbook (1994-1996), and Hong Kong Law Yearbook
(1985-1993). The electronic version allows you to perform
keyword searching across all these files. 
  

INTERNET: XML, XSL, and XSLT

As we discussed in the last issue of Notes, the Library is
currently developing several databases using the XML format for
data structure. Let's take a closer look at this, along with the
related XSL and XSLT standards which provide flexibility in
accessing and displaying XML-formatted data. 

XML is the eXtensible Markup Language. It is called "extensible"
because it is not a fixed format like HTML, instead being a
"metalanguage" - a language for describing and creating
different customized markup languages. It is a development of
the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium), to provide a fairly simple
storage format for primarily textual data. 

One of its main benefits is the total separation of content and
presentation information - between what the data means, and how
it should be displayed to users. For example, instead of using
HTML tags to define what size some text should be on the screen
(such as <font size="+3">), an XML document would use tags to
specify what the text block signifies (such as <chaptertitle>). 

For the presentation/display side of things, we have XSL/XSLT
(eXtensible Stylesheet Language/Transformation). XSL defines the
layout of an XML document by using XSLT to describe how it
should be transformed into another XML (or even HTML) document.
Like HTML, XML contains tags "<...>" for describing elements.
Unlike HTML, XML by itself does not define any specific tags,
but only describes a way to define your own tags. You can then
use XSL and XSLT to specify how to use those tags to mark up the
document in different situations. 

Currently, this transformation is the most tricky part. Not only
do we have to use XSL to manipulate the XML data into the look
we want to present, we have to use some complicated scripting to
get the output to display correctly on different browsers. This
gets even more complicated when dealing with Chinese characters.
The technologies are in an early developmental stage. 

One application could be to eliminate individual web pages on a
server, keeping all the information in XML documents and
creating display versions which are unique to different
combinations of visitors and their web browsers. Those using WAP
phone might trigger an XSL document to extract and display only
the most relevant information in a style appropriate for their
small screens. And different XSL documents might be used for
authenticated versus public access. 



For much more information on XML and related standards, visit
http://www.xml.com/ and http://www.w3.org/ 
  

OUR WEB: HKUST News Clippings Online

Want to view newspaper and magazine articles published in the
past five years about your department or office? With HKUST News
Clippings Online (http://library.ust.hk/cgi/db/newsclip.pl), a
database developed and maintained by the Library, this can be
done easily and quickly. 

Increased almost 6-fold in size since its release in September
1998, this database now contains the bibliographic records and
full-text/images of over 11,000 newspaper and magazine articles
about HKUST published from October 1996 to the present. 

About 85% of the articles are from the 18 English and Chinese
Hong Kong newspapers, with the remaining 15% coming from over
200 other publications. Sources include the weekly Media Review
issued by OUDPA and WiseNews, a newspaper database subscribed to
by the Library. 

Subject terms are assigned to each article in the database,
including topics, names of HKUST staff/students, the
departments/offices they represent, and other significant
personal and organizational names. Topical terms are in English;
personal names are in English and Chinese if both are known. 

If you use the term "Department of Finance," to perform a "Words
in Subject," search, <<  / , 

>>, << LAF / , 
>>, and over 300 other articles about the department will be

retrieved. The search results can be sorted by date in either
ascending or descending order. The term "Research," will
retrieve over 1200 articles about the researches of our faculty.
Examples include <<  / ,  

>> << HKUST wins $15m for diode research / SCMP June 30,
2001>>, and <<HKUST and Chinese Academy of Sciences collaborate
in life sciences and biotechnology / Asia Pacific Biotech News,
February 23, 1998>>. A full list of the subject terms are
available by using the "Browse Subjects" link. In addition to
"Words in Subject," you can also search by "Words in Headline." 

Continuous effort is being made to include issues of Media
Review back to 1992. 
  

INFORMATION SERVICES: New Students' Orientation

We have designed our various types of Library orientation
sessions to suit the different learning styles of new students. 

Thematic Tour: The Library conducted 44 Thematic Tours for 532
students. Each tour is 40-minutes long and is led by Library
staff who introduce facilities, services, and collections of the
Library under the theme Explore Ancient Egypt. 92% of attendees
said they found the tour useful. 

Self-Guided Library Tour: Students may obtain a printed tour
guide from the Library's Information Counter and explore the



Library on their own. 215 out of 236 (91%) students said they
found the Self-Guided Library Tour useful. 

Treasure Hunt: The Hunt is designed to help students become
familiar with the Library's facilities and services via a game.
120 Mathematics students in 10 teams participated in the Hunt as
part of their Orientation Camp activities. They went around the
Library to hunt for the answers to 20 questions in 30 minutes.
The results were graded by accuracy and speed. Students seemed
to have a great time with the Hunt. 

Orientation Class: This class (
http://library.ust.hk/guides/basic-ug.html) introduces students
to the effective use of the Library catalog for searching
information. 26 hands-on sessions were offered to 583 students.
A sample of 6 classes was analyzed and 85% of the students
recommended the class to others. 

Information Literacy Tutorial: This self-paced online tutorial
(http://library.ust.hk/serv/skills/infoliteracy.html) is ideal
for students who prefer to learn on their own. This term, 1,045
students had tried the tutorial by October 3, and 82% commented
they would recommend the tutorial to others. One said: 

"The [ILT] modules helped me to revise what I've
learned and enhance my skill. And I'm very pleased
with how UST librarians made the modules and set the
quizzes, it made me to feel that the staff here are
serious at academic studies. This gives me
confidence in studying at this University, and now I
feel I start to love UST!!"

  

HKUST Library Recognized for High-Quality
International Reference Service

HKUST Library is an active member of the global
Collaborative Digital Reference Service (CDRS).
Recently, 11 of the 2800 answers have been
selected as examples for the 144 participating
libraries in 18 countries. 4 are from the
Smithsonian Institution, 3 are from the Library
of Congress, and 4 are from HKUST Library! 

  

Library Exhibitions - Don't Miss Them!

Two exhibitions are now on display in the Library Gallery: 
 -  / Landmarks in Science & Technology - A

Library Special Collection and  / Library's First Ten
Years. Both displays are beautiful and informative. Please make
time to visit. 



 

  

MEDIA: Landmarks in Science & Technology /
Goldsmiths'-Kress

While you are viewing the panels and examining the rare books in
the exhibition on Landmarks in Science and Technology from the
Library's Special Collections, consider visiting the Library's
Microforms department. There you will find almost all of the
epochal books in science and technology from the past 500 years
are available from 2 collections: Landmarks of Science.
Monographs (Microfiche Q111.L3) and Landmarks II. Monographs
(Microfiche Q111.L35). These collections contain original works
by such famous scholars as Johannes Kepler, Nicolaus Copernicus,
Isaac Newton and more recent scholars such as Charles Darwin and
Dimity Mendeleyev. 

For those interested in the history of business and economics in
Europe and North America during the past 500 years, there is
another major collection in microform to enjoy:
Goldsmiths'-Kress Library of Economic Literature (Microfilm
HB161.G64). Combining collections from the University of London
and Harvard's Graduate School of Business, these 28,000 works
are fascinating in their breadth and depth. Some of the works
microfilmed here represent the only existing copies. Others came
from the personal libraries of Adam Smith, David Ricardo,
William Wordsworth, Karl Marx, and others. 

These three collections are not just scholarly resources for the
study of the history of science, the history of technology, or
the history of business and economics, but can be used and
enjoyed by anyone interested in the history of Western
civilization and the history of ideas. 
  

Possible Budget Shortfall

Faculty are reminded that the materials budget
remains very tight this year. In order to
subscribe to new journals, you may need to
identify existing ones for cancellation. If we
continued our past purchasing patterns, we
would be at least HK$5 million short. If you
can think of ways to handle this situation,
please let us know at lbcoll@ust.hk
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